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Covered by paint and scarred with drill holes, a mural by artist Raymond Breinin in a Winnetka school has fared far 
worse than his other works, some of which can be found in museums including the Art Institute of Chicago. 
 
But now there is a movement to restore the mural, 70 years after Depression-era school board members had deemed 
it "communistic in character" and complained that the workers it depicted looked too "dejected." 
 
Breinin's 1934 mural--and the controversy it sparked--is a symbol of how much the nation has changed, said 
Winnetka School District 36 Supt. Becky van der Bogert."It shows how we have moved forward," she said. "We 
will actually honor the mural as a part of the democracy in our school district." 
 
Winnetka school officials are considering ways to raise an initial $8,000 to restore part of the 400-square-foot mural, 
located in a second-floor classroom at Skokie School. Other school districts in the Chicago area also are working to 
restore neglected murals. 
 
Over 20 years, The Chicago Conservation Center has restored more than 400 of the approximately 500 murals in the 
Chicago Public Schools and is working on projects in Lake Forest and Chicago. 
 
"This is part of our American heritage," said Heather Becker, The Center's chief executive officer . "Mural art is a 
very unique art form, and I think people are just now realizing its social impact. Of course, they understood this in 
the 1930s." 
 
At Skokie School, the money would pay for restoration of three exposed pieces of the mural: a large industrial wheel 
once hidden behind a cabinet, a small worker once concealed by a sink and three painted workmen exposed in a 
botched restoration attempt some time ago. 
 
Although the sections are scratched, flecked with wall paint and covered with seven decades of grime, restoring 
them will be the easy part, said Megan Ann Jones, special-projects officer for The Center. 
 
Melting the wall paint off the rest of the mural and painstakingly retouching it will take months and cost tens of 
thousands of dollars, Jones said. 
 
A photo taken before the mural was covered shows Breinin painted an industrial scene for the school, with laborers 
of different but vague ethnicities working together amid wheels and factory tools. 
 
That this painting stirred deep emotions within the community is not surprising, art historians say. 
 
Many of the murals sponsored by the Works Progress Administration's Federal Art Project from 1935 to 1943, 
which aimed to employ artists and cheer up the public, became controversial before the paint had a chance to dry.  
 
They were sometimes covered up, painted over or scrubbed off the walls. 
 
"The idea was to do murals that everybody would respond to in some sort of meaningful way," said Virginia  
Mecklenburg, senior curator for the Smithsonian American Art Museum. "Generally, the murals, because they were 
designed to give people a boost in morale, tended not to focus on the negative sides of American life and American 
history." 
 
That meant no "communistic" scenes, no scenes featuring "dejected" workers and no scenes that could in any way 
be offensive. 
 



"People kind of mistrusted artists too," said Karal Ann Marling, a University of Minnesota art history professor and 
author of a book on WPA post office murals. 
 
Breinin, who died in 2000, was born in 1910 in Vitebsk, Russia, where he studied art under Uri Pen, an early teacher 
of Marc Chagall. 
 
Breinin moved to the United States in the 1920s. In 1934, he received a commission to paint a mural in the Skokie 
Junior High Library, now the Skokie School. 
 
He set to it, working in the same slightly surreal style he used to paint an agricultural mural called "In the Soil Is Our 
Wealth," still on view in the Wilmette Post Office. 
 
As soon as it was completed, Breinin's mural triggered a school fierce community debate over the merits of art and 
its purpose. 
 
"It is communistic in character; the workers are dejected; the atmosphere is sinister and threatening; it is unsuitable 
for the children of the Junior High School," Winnetka school board members were reported to complain at a 1934 
meeting. 
 
Supt. Carleton Washburne defended Breinin's mural and pleaded with board members not to paint over it. 
 
"I should hate to have it said of us that we deliberately destroyed a work of art because of fear of its political 
consequences," Washburne wrote in a 1934 letter to the school board. "My pride in Winnetka and my respect for 
creative work combine to make me shudder at the idea of ruthlessly destroying [Breinin's] work because we don't 
want a rumpus." 
 
School board members compromised, agreeing to hide the painting behind a false wall. 
 
At a 1934 school board meeting, Washburne predicted that future school board members would remove the wall and 
the painting would be appreciated. 
 
The mural was soon forgotten and painted over during renovations. Breinin went on to decorate the Pump Room in 
the Ambassador East Hotel in Chicago and create works that would end up in the Smithsonian American Art 
Museum. Chicago was something of a center for American mural art during the first half of the 20th Century, art 
historians say. 
 
Inspired by a thriving Mexican mural movement, Chicago artists formed a mural school and began painting public 
spaces before the WPA began. 
 
"These images show a lot about our history," Becker said. "And a lot of these issues are about the industrial future, 
issues about minorities and laborers, social reform." 
 
Issues, she said, that resonate today and that controversial artists like Breinin understood. 
 
Said van der Bogert, "He was ahead of his time, clearly." 
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